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Let G be a connected and simply connected semisimple algebraic grcq 
over an algebraically closed field k of characteristic p > 0, T a maximai 
torus of G, and B a Bore1 subgroup containing T. Each weight in Xi T) 
determines a line bundle on the flag variety G/B. It turns out that 
cohomology of the line bundle is isomorphic to the derived mnctor of the 
induction functor from the category of B-modules to the category of 
G-modules for each l-dimensional B-module defined by a weight in X( i”), 
Further, Indg A = HO(G/B, %) turns out to be the dual of a Weyl module. 
0ne of the main problems is to calculate the characters of the irreducible 
G-modules. For p = 0, the character of the irreducible G-module of highest 
weight i is given by Weyl’s character formula and the G-module structures 
of the cohomology of line bundles are well understood. wever, for p > 0, 
the story is quite different and many of the results rem conjectural. 
Since characters of Weyl modules are given by Weyl’s character formu’;a, 
understanding the structure of H’(G/B, A) turns out to be the main 
problem. It is also interesting to understand the stru 
cohomology, which might help us to understand NO. Andersen has 2 
series of papers toward the understanding of the higher cohomology. such 
as the simple socle of NL and filtrations of H’ [4]. in [5], using rhe 
representations of infinitesimal subgroup schemes of G, he proved genera- 
calhj that H”““(G/B, M’ . A) has simple socle and simple head and their 
highest weights can be calculated. In [6], he proved that the socle series 
of Ho(i) comes generically from that of an induced module for an 
infinitesimal subgroup of G via induction functor. rJsing alcove identifi- 
cation, Doty and Sullivan [ll] studied the structure of the higher 
cohomology modules inside the bottom p2-alcove generically and got a 
similar result on socles and heads. They proved that the Jantzen filtration 
for H”‘(H’~ .A) coincides with the radical filtration for the group of type -R1. 
In [lf], they used the same method to prove that the second socie of 
H’(L’!(lj j A) comes from that of an induced module for an mfinitesimal 
subgr5u.p. 
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From Andersen’s work [S] for socles and heads of H’(““(w~ A) and some 
other evidence of investigation into the higher cohomology, Humphreys 
[14] suggests that there should be a structural correspondence between 
H’(““(w .A) and the induced module of a certain extremal weight from a 
W-twisted Bore1 subgroup. This is partly verified in this paper. 
We start with the G,T-module Z,(1) which can be considered to be a 
submodule of the injective module Q,(A). Note that Qr(A) = Q,(&)@p’l, 
with Qr(&) being a G-module (for p large). This helps us to pass from G, T 
to G. The main result in Section 2 is Theorem 2.8 which proves that the 
socle series of H”“‘(w . A) comes from that of Z,( ~1.2) for 1 generic. 
In Section 3, we use the W-actions on X(T) defined in 1.2 and derive 
relations between higher cohomology modules and induced modules. The 
same results for radical series are also derived (Theorem 3.6). Section 4 
applies the results proved in Section 3. Humphrey? conjecture is proved in 
Theorem 4.1 by using the W-twisted representations developed in 1.6. It 
turns out that the rigidities of H’(“‘)()v .A), H’(n), and Z,(n) are generically 
equivalent (Theorem 4.7). If one assumes the Lusztig conjecture, then all 
these modules are rigid for r = 1. As a feedback, the study of the higher 
cohomology modules gives more information on Weyl modules. 
In Section 5 the nongeneric structure is studied. Theorem 5.3 shows that 
when a weight is in a box with upper vertex in a higher chamber, it will 
have a lower nonvanishing extra cohomology. Theorem 5.4 gives the simple 
socle of H’(““(I.v .A) if IV . ;1 is far away from higher chambers. 
I am grateful to my advisor, Professor James E. Humphreys, with whom 
I discussed most of those problems. He made all the necessary materials 
such as preprints of many authors available to me and led me into this 
field. He read the manuscript many times and made many corrections, 
especially in English. My appreciation also goes to the referee who made 
useful suggestions. The simple proof of Theorem 2.8 given here was pointed 
out by the referee. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
1.1. Basic Notation. Let G be a connected and simply connected semi- 
simple algebraic group over an algebraically closed field k of characteristic 
p. Throughout this paper, we fix a maximal torus Tc G and Bore1 sub- 
group B 1 T. Let R be the root system of G associated to the maximal 
torus T and R + be the set of positive roots such that B corresponds to the 
negative roots -R + = R -. Let S c R + be the set of simple roots. X(T) 
denotes the weight lattice of T and W= N( T)/T the Weyl group which acts 
on X(T). Let ( , ) be a W-invariant inner product on X(T) 0 R such that 
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-i : 
~,~L=rl-<(/l,xV)~ for all deX(T)@ 
defined by ol and x ” = 2x/( o1: LY ) is the 
s, is the reflection 
the set of dominant weights. There is a partial order .‘ < ” on X(T) deflned 
as follows: ,n 6 1 iff I -p is a sum of positive roots. For 1 E X, : L(A) 
denotes the simple G-module of highest weight A. 
For ~.EX(T), we denote by A (instead of k,) the !-dimensional T-module. 
which can be extended to a B-module through the decomposition = z”C’ 
with U acting trivially on A; here U is the unipotent radical cf 8. 
Denote by 
H’(E) = R’ Indg E = H’( G/B, E) 
the ith derived functor of the induction functor Indz for all B-modules E 
For E=iU we denote H’(A)= R’Indg(A)= H’(G/B. A). The !“ollowing are 
standard results which can be found in [16, II, Chap. 5j. 
e H’(A)#O iff iEX+; 
* L(i) is the (simple) socle of Ho(A) for all A. E K, ) and these yield 
all the simple G-modules. 
P.2. W-Actions. The Weyl group 8’ (as a reflection group on the real 
space X’(T) @ R) is generated by the simple reflections 1.~~ / a E S>. Let 
where 10~1 E(E S] is the set of fundamental weights. If N,(A) denotes the 
usual action of U’ on X( T) 0 R, the “dot” action of W is defined by ;l’ ‘1. = 
w(,/i. $ i) - p for all 1 E X(T) 0 R and M’ E IV. The affke Weyl group FV, is 
the group generated by reflections (.Y,.,~ 1 a E R, r? E Z 3. Here the reflection 
s l.nF is defined by s,+, .A=s;i+npu for all %EX(T)@ 
Let !(NI) be the minimal length of IV expressed as a product of simple 
reflections in W and C be the fundamental alcove 
c= (AEX(T)(O< (I+p. cI'"'> <p,bxER+ 1; 
C=(~EX(T)IO~(~+~,~“)~F.~‘~:ER+!, 
where C is a fundamental domain of the reflection group Wp. The 
following theorem can be found in Jantzen [lC, II, 5.5, 5.41, 
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THEOREM. I’, 1 E c and w E W, then 
H’(w .A) = L(1), 
if i=I(w)andil~X+, 
o 
otherwise. 
Throughout this paper unless indicated else, we fix an integer r > 1, and 
define 
to be the set of p’restricted weights. In this way, any element .D E X(T) has 
a unique decomposition ,u = pco + pr~i with pO E X,. and pi E X(T). An 
element of p’X( T) - p is called a special point. If 1’ = p”ri - p is a special 
point, then WV = { ~7 E W, 1~’ . v = V} is a subgroup of W, generated by (s,),, 
(01~ S) such that (s,),, .p =s, . (p - p’v,) + pr\rl (p EX(T)). The natural 
map W + W,, by )V H it?, with 
is an isomorphism of groups. 
Now we define the following new actions of W on X(T). Let 
W, = {IV, 11~ E W} with two actions as 
for all p E X(T) and IV E W. From the definition one can easily see that 
w, . (/A) = w,( p + p’p) - p’p. 
Furthermore for a special point v = p’v, - p we denote by 
the action of the group ( W,), on X(T). Also we have an involution on 
X(T) defined by A I-+ il* = - PV~(~), where MJ~ is the unique longest element 
in W (A* is not to be confused with the dual module of k,). With all the 
actions defined here one can easily check the following: 
w,(p + p’l) = w,(p) + p’*v(;1); (3) 
IV,. (/A + p’lz) = IV,. p + p’w(A); (4) 
(w/l)* = w,M’lvO(~*); (5) 
(w .A)* = lv~tvw~~ (/I*); (6) 
(wJ)* = (lv~M’lt’O)r (A*); (7) 
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With the notation introduced here, we recall 
p(n)* 2 fp-i(,L’O. A*) f Serre duality): (Iii 
L(J)* 2 L(A”). (12) 
Here pV= I( M.,,) and M* is the dual module of M for a module M. 
1.3. Fmbenius Subgroups and Their Represer~tations. We denote I? 
G --f G to be the Frobenius map. Let 6, = Ker(F’) which is an infinitesimal 
subgroup scheme of G. Let G,T and G,B be the pull back of T and 23, 
respectively, and B,T and B,. be the pullback T and 1 in B, respectively. If
E is a B, T-module, then Indg; E g Indg;; E as G,-module. Further if E is 
a B-module, Ind: EaIndzFE as G,T-mo 
extended to a G,T- (or G,B-j module if E is 
can see [16, II, Chap. 91 for details. For A E X(T), as G,-modules we have 
Z,.(A) = Indg; i. z Indz; L 2 
Since Z,.(A) can be extended to a G, T and G,B-module in a natural way, 
we simply denote all three of them by Z,(A) without using different nova- 
tion; the meaning of Z,(A) should be clear from the context. Let L,(A) Se 
the socle of Z,(A), then L,(i.) is a simple module as G,-, G, T-, G,B-module 
(we use L,(A) for all these modules in the same way). 
Let M be a G,B-module. Then Sot,, M = SOC,,~ M which is a 
G,B-submodule of h4 as well. In fact, one knows that 
sac,, M= @ L,(A)@ 
L E ‘Y. 
Here Hom,r(L,(/l), M) has a B-module structure. Since G, is normai in 
G,B and L,(A) has a G,B structure, Soc,,M extends to a G,B-module. 
Note that the normality of G, in G,B implies that Soc.,,Mc Sot,; Ai. 
owever, Hom,(L,(i), M) is semisimple as a G, T-module. Therefore 
sot 6,T A4 2 SOC,~ A4 and we have the equality. 
From the above argument one can see that Soc& Z,(A) is always a 
G,B-module for all i 2 1; here So& Z,(A) is the ith socle of ZJjL). Let M 
be a module and L a simple module (for whatever group). e denote 
[M : E] to be the number of the simple subquotients isomorphic to L if M 
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has a composition series. The following basic facts can be found in [16, II, 
Chap. 91. 
L.,(A) has a G-module structure if A E X,; 
L(l) = LA44 0 Prl, > 
Z,(l) = Z,(&) 0 P’A, ; 
L,(J) = SOCGr z,.(n), 
(1) 
(2) 
L,(2(p’- 1)~ -A)* z Z,(A)/Rad.? Z,(A); 
(3) 
L,(A)* =L,(-~l:,~)Op’(~~~o(n,)-~l), 
z,(n)* =Z,(QJ’- up-1); 
(4) 
C-T(n) :L(Pcl+P’P,)l= CZ,(w*~) : L(Po+P’~~111)1; (5) 
H:‘(L,(CL~+P~~~))=H~(L,(~C~~)OP~~~)=L(~~)OH’(~~)“‘. (6) 
Here WE W, A=&+p’i,, ,u=~~+~‘~~EX(T) with LO, ,u~EX,, M(‘) 
denotes the rth Frobenius twist in (6) for a G-module M, and 
Ht= R’Ind&. 
PROPOSITION [16, II, 9.141. If Z,(A) has all its composition factors qf the 
form L,(l.) with pcI1 E C, then for all w E W and ,u E X, , 
H’(w.A)=O, if i # l(w); (7) 
[fp(w .A) : L(p)] = [Z,(M). A) : L,(w, .p)]. 03) 
This proposition follows easily from (5) and (6) and Theorem 1.2 by 
using the spectral sequence for Ind~?zInd&oInd~B? and the exactness 
of IndzB. 
1.4. Injective Modules. Following [16, II, Chap. 111, let Qr(A) be the 
injective hull of L,(A) in the category of G,T-modules. Q,(A) is also the 
injective hull of L,(1) in the category of G,-modules. So we will not 
distinguish them (avoiding the complicated notation in [16]). 
PROPOSITION [16, II, 11.41. Let 1 E X(T). Then the G,T-module Qr(A) 
admits a filtration 
such that M,/M,- 1 E Z,(Ai) for some Ai E X( T) and i = 1, . . . . s, and 
(Q,(A) : Or)= [Zr(Ji) : Lr(l)l for all i. 
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The following facts also come from [16]. 
QAi)/Rad, Q,(i) 2 Qr(A)iRadG,, Q,.ii) = U-i); (2: 
Q,(J. + p’p) 2 Q;(i) 0 p’p: { 3 I i- i 
if p 2 2(/l- 1 ), then Q,(A j is a C-moduie for i E X,. [4j 
Here ij = max( (p, 3 \I ) + 11 c( E R + } is the Coxeter number of the root 
system R. From (3) and (4) we have 
Q,(%) = Qr(Aoj 0 @A, extends to a G,B-module if p > 2(h - 1); (5) 
Q,(A) is the injective hull and projective cover of 
L,.(L) as a G,T-module. (5) 
Remwk. Using the proposition above and 1.3(5) one can prove 
[Qr(wr. 1”) : L,(w,. p)] = [Q,(i) : i).(p)] ( 7 i 
for all ?,, PEA’(T) and IVE W. 
1.5. So& and Radical Series Patterns. ie? M be a G,T-module and 
Soc& A4 and Rad& M the ith socle and radical of M, respectively. They 
are automatically GJ-modules, if M is so. In the following we define 
S,[M] = ((p, i, nz)I [Socg; M/Soc&M: L,(p)] =mi; :t’ r A i 
R,.[M] = ((/l, i, m)l [Rad’,,,M/Rad$ M: L,.(,D)] =nz> (‘, 
to be subsets of X(T) x N x N. We call S,[M] and R,[M] the socle and 
radical series patterns of M, respectively. (Note the socle series pattern 
defined here is different from the usual one.) One can extend ah. the 
W-actions on X(T) in Section 1.2 to X(T) x N x N by acting on the first 
component. Also the translation T,: X(T) -+ X(T) by T,(L) = 1, + ,U can be 
extended to X(T) x N x N in the same way. Thus foBowing 1.3(Z) and 
1.4(3) one can verify 
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From the definitions of socle and radical filtrations the following can be 
easily verified for a G,T-module M: 
Soc& (M*) = Ker(M* 4 (Rad&M)*); (7) 
Rad& (M*) = Ker(M* --) (So&, M)*). (8) 
This duality on the filtrations gives a duality on the filtration layers: 
So& (M*)/soc’,T,I (M*) z (Rad$ (M)/Rad& (M))*; (9) 
Rad& (M*)/Rad$ (M”) 2 (Soc$ (M)/Soc& (M))*, (10) 
where M* is the dual module of M. 
Let Tz be the translation functor for A, ~EF (so called facet, see 
Jantzen [17] for definition). The exactness of T; and the facts that 
TzLl(l) =L.,(p) and Tf;Z,(A)=Z,(p) imply the invariance of the liltra- 
tions under T:. 
T; Rad’,,, (Z,(A)) = Rad& TX(Z,(il)); 
T; So& (Z,(A)) = So& Tf;(Z,(A)). 
This shows that the socle and radical series only depend on the facet type 
(the orbit of the facet under the translation action of p’X( T) on X(T)). 
If A4 is a G-module, SCM] and R[M] can be defined in the same way 
as in (1) and (2) and the properties in (7 j-( 10) also hold for the socle and 
radical series patterns of M. 
1.6. Twisted Representations. Let G be a group scheme over k for a 
moment. If G’ is another group scheme and cp: G--f G’ is an isomorphism 
of group schemes (I prefer to write cp(G) for G’ in this subsection), and for 
any cp(G)-module M, q*(M) is a G-module with the same vector space and 
the induced action g * m= cp(g)m, then cp*: A’PCc) + AG is a category 
equivalence which is exact, additive, and maps simple objects to simple 
objects. Therefore 
‘p*(soc:(,) M) = So& cp*(M); (1) 
p*(Rad&, M) = Rad& q*(M). (2) 
Let Hz G be a closed subgroup scheme, then q(H) 5 q(G) is a closed 
subgroup ‘scheme. The induced isomorphism cp: H + q(H) also induces a 
category equivalence cp*: A&+ + AH which commutes with the restriction 
functors Res;ig)l and Resg, i.e., 
(3) 
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earing in mind that the induction functor is the right adjoint of the 
restriction functor, we also have the commutativity of the funcrors 
Furthermore ‘p* maps injectives to injectives. So one can check 
As (cp*))! = (q-l)*, above commutativity can be reformulated as 
R’ Ind;$), = (q-l)*oR’IndG,q*“. ; .c \ \G i 
Now let us go back to the semisimple group 6. Let :V E W and ri E N(T) 
be a representative of W. Let (P,,.: G e inner automorphism defined 
by q,,.(g)= C’gli’ (VgE Gj. (Though it depends on the representative :.i, 
chosen, the automorphism is unique up to an inner automorphism of G by 
an element of T which does not affect the arguments following this, so we 
still denote it by ppIC without indicating the representative chosen here.! 
However, the following facts do not depend on rC. 
Let M be a B’“‘-module, then q:(M) = 44”‘- ’ (independent of the repre- 
sentative up to a conjugation by an element of T )? with the action b * DYE =: 
i? -‘b~1,+ tib E B, is a B-module. Similarly M’“-’ is an H-module if M is an 
H”‘-module for any subgroup scheme H of G. Le?; i, E A’( T) and consider it 
as a T-module, then cp,T.(A) = ,A”-’ = W(A). In fact : =+ i”‘-‘= l.(i:P’~d,j = 
:4,(a)(f). 
Denote Z,( ~3, M) = Ind$? M= Ind$, M= Indzjc M for a B-module 
44. Specially we have ZJM?, A) = Ind$?‘A = Ind$ I = Indz!; .j,. If t!* = 1 we 
will simply denote Z,(I, 2) = Z,(h). So the notations in Section 1.3 are the 
special cases of the notations defined here (the notation here is a little 
different from the one in [9]). Now applying (5) one gets 
If one denotes H’(G/B’+, ,441 = Hi(cv, M) for any B”-module M, then 
If M is a G-module, then the map M + M”--’ defined by 172 ++ C-‘ni is 
an isomorphism of G-modules, so 
J/f s Ap-‘, if M is a G-module. (9) 
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Note that L,(&) is a G-module and so is QJ&) if p 3 2(h - 1 ), for all 
A, E X,. By applying (9) one has 
L,(l)“‘= (L,(A,)@p’&)“‘= L,(I,)“‘@ (p’n,)‘+ 
= L,.(& + pW’(~J) = L,(w,‘(l)); 
QrV)” = Q,Ov, ‘A), if p32(h-1). 
(10) 
(11) 
Now let us consider the socle and radical series patterns of ZrO~g, A). As 
in 1.5, IV acts on X(T) x N x N in several ways. So applying (1 ), (2), (7), 
and (lo), one gets 
S,CZ,(I1’, A)1 = s,Cz,(~~(~))“‘l = JQ; ‘(s,[z-(~~(J))l); (12) 
R,[Z,(w, /I)] = R,[z,(w(n))‘“] = w;‘(R,[Z,(w(l))]). (13) 
2. SOCLE SERIES OF G,T-MODULES AND G-MODULES 
In this section, unless indicated, we denote by 2 = &, + p’;l, a dominant 
weight such that all G,T-composition factors of QJL) have the form 
L,(pO + prpl) with pi E c’n X, . Furthermore, we assume p > 2(h - 1 j from 
now on in this paper, so that Q,(&) is a G-module. 
2.1. LEI\IMA [16, II, Chap. 111. If A=&+ p’A, with 2(11- 1)~ 
(A,+p, a”)<~-2(h-l), for ull CIER+, then Qr(k) has all its 
G, T-composition factors of the form L,( ,uO + prp 1) with p 1 E c n X, . 
2.2. PROPOSITION. If IV E W, p E X + and i E N, then 
[H,!‘““(Q,(w,.~~): L(~)]=[Q,(M~;~) :L,.(~v;~~]; (1) 
Hf’““(Soc&Qr(~v,~ A)) 5 So& Hf’““(Q,(w, . A)); (2) 
Hf’““(Rad~,.Q,(,,l, .A)) 3 Rad; Hf(‘“‘(Q,(w, .A)). (3) 
Proqf Since all the composition factors of Q,(w, . A) have the form 
LJ W, . ,u) with pL1 EC n X, , it follows from 1.3(6) and Steinberg’s tensor 
product theorem [16, II, 3.171 that 
if i=l(w); 
otherwise. 
Therefore H~(“‘)(L,(w, . ,u)) = L(p) is simple and Hf(Q,(ul, . A)) = 0 if 
i # I(W). This shows that the functor Hf(“’ is exact on the G,B-submodules 
of Q,(w, . A). So (1) follows by taking a G,B-composition series of 
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Q,(w,. . ii). The subquotients of the G, T-socle or radical series of Q,(u., . L) 
are G,.B-modules and have the form E = @ ~‘oi /r; L,(p,) @ @ E(pi,j”’ where 
E( pa) is a B-module and ail its weights are in ~1. T. Therefore H:““(E) = 
epo~ ;u, L( pO) 0 H”““(E( p,))“’ and all the composition factors of 
N”“‘fE(~,)) have highest weight in C. The strong ii&age principle s 
that H”““(E(p,)) is a semisimple G-mo le. Wow (2) and (3) follow from 
the Steinberg tensor product theorem. 
&wK&. It follows from the above proof that for all $1 E W and i>, I, 
CH~‘“‘(SOC’G,TQ,(,c,.~)) : L(p)] = [soc~rTQ2,-(i!‘,~l.j : L,.(rc:, .,fii)]~ (4) 
2.3. PROPOSITION. If i 3 1,- [hen 
H~(Soc& Qr(i) j = Sot;, H~(Q,iij). 
RrooJ From Proposition 2.2, we only need to show 
HS)(SOC~~~Q,(3.))~SOC~N~~Q,(~.)j. (Ii 
If i= 1, we have Sot,, Q?(i) =L,(i”). So it follows from (0) in Section I.3 
that N,?(L,(i.)) = L(A). However, we have 
H~(Q,(~.,,=El~(Ql(i.0)Op’i-1)=Q,(~o‘~~!h’”(~,)”‘; 
Sot, Hji(Q,(>.)j = (Sot, Q,(&,))@L(3.,j’r’= L,w(ieoj@L(,4,)“i = L&A’). 
Therefore equality holds in this case. 
En general, let us consider the evaluation map 
Ed’: H:(QrG)) --, Q,.e:JiT 
which is a G,T-module homomorphism. One knows that the restriction of 
a semisimple G-module to G,T is still semisimple. Therefore 
So& H;(QJA)) G Soc&Hf(Q.(i.)) 
for all i> 1 and also one has 
eu(Soc& Hy(&(i))) c Sot’,,., Q,(i). 
Therefore eo(Soc, HF(QJA))) E Soc& Q,(A), so we have the commutative 
diagram 
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Here the vertical maps are the inclusion maps. Applying the functor HF to 
this diagram and the naturality of the evaluation map ev, we have the com- 
mutativity of 
This shows (1) and we have the equality in the proposition. 1 
2.4. LEMMA. Let NEW, ,uO, &EX,, ,LL~EX(T), andial. Then 
CSocI,, Qr(&, : L&I + P’PI)I 
= Csoc’,,, Qr(kJ : (PO + P’w(PL))~; 
CRad&, QrVd : -W. + P’P~ 
= Fad&- QA&) : Lb-b+ P~~PJ)I. 
(1) 
(2) 
Prooj: From 1.6( lO)(ll) we have Q,.(&)“‘= QJ&,) and L,(,B~ + @,u,)“’ 
= L,(pu, + p”it’-i(p,)). Further, 1.6(l)(2) imply 
(So&- Qr(&))" = Soc&, (Qr(M-, = Soc& Q,(&,; (3) 
(Rad& PA&))"'= Rad& (Q,(W") = Rad& QA&). (4) 
Therefore the lemma follows from 
CSo&- QAM : L(~c(o + ~‘w-‘(~d)l 
= C(So&, Qr(hJY” : UP, + P’P,Y’I 
= CSoc;r, Qr(&, : Lh + P’P,)~. I 
2.5. THEOREM. Suppose 2 =A, + prl, EX, such that all G,T-composi- 
tion factors. of Qr(A) have the form L,(pO + prpl) with p, E X, n c. Then 
So& H;““‘( Q,( w,. . A)) = Hf’““( So& Q,( w, . A)) 
,for all w E W and i 3 1. 
ProoJ In the proof of Proposition 2.2 one knows the functor Hi’“” is 
exact on the G,.B-submodules of Q,(w,.;~). Recall that Soc&Q,.(wr .A) is 
a G, B-module, and H,‘(‘“)( L,( p. + prw . pi)) = L( p,, + p’p i ) for all composi- 
tion factors L,(pO + p’w . ,~i) of Qr(wr .A) (cf. Remark 1.4). 
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y Proposition 2.2 one already has 
Hf’““(Soc~,T Qr(wr. a,) 5 sot’, HyQr(wr ij). 
So it suffices to show that every simple module has the same rn~it~~~~c~t~~ 
on both sides. One can easily see 
N;(“qQ,(tv,~ a)) = Hf’“‘(Q,(E”,)@ p’w ’ iI j 2 Q,(aOj@ H”““(W. a;)“’ 
2 Q,(L,) 0 HO(?t, )cr) 2 H;(Q,.(E., + g-i,)) 
by the generalized tensor identity (cf. [16, I. 4.81) and Theorem 1.2 since 
/I, E 5;. Now Proposition 2.3 tells us 
Sot;; Hf’“‘(Q,.(w, .a)) 2 sot;, w;(Qr(aj) z My(Soc’,,, Qr(S.)). 
So it is enough to show that 
for all VEX,. It follows from 2.2(4) that this is equivalent to 
[Soc& Qr(;lf : L,(p, + p’,p,)] = [soc;,rT Q,.(w, . i”) : i,.(po + prw. pl)j. 
Now using 
Now the proposition follows from Lemma 2.4. 
2.6. For the assumption on A as at the beginning of this section, t! 
follows from Z,.(a) c Qr(a) that all composition factors of Z,(A) have the 
form E,(po + prp,) with pL1 EX, n c. Therefore all composition factors of 
ZJrr,.A) have the form L,(/~~+p~~.p~i) with POE%+ nc from l.3(5). 
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Now applying the same argument as in Section 2.2 to Z,(W . A), together 
with 1.3(7) and 1.3(8), one has the following similar results. 
PROPOSITION. Let p E X, , IO E W, and i 2 1. Then 
[Hf”“‘(Soc’,~,Z,(l~.~)):L(~)]=[Soc~~,Z,(lt’.~):L,(u~,~~)]; (1) 
[H,“‘“‘(Rad’& Z,(c~.l)) : L(p)] = [Rad&Z,(,t!.1) : L,(w,.p)]; (2) 
fp”(SOc’ G,T Z,(w . A,) c sot;,* fP(“‘)(w .A); (3) ’ 
Hf’““(Rad& Z,(W .A)) 3 Rad& H”““(w .A). (4) 
Here one needs to recall H~(‘“‘(Z,(W. A)) = H”“‘)(w. 1) for all 12’ E W. 
2.7. Let &, E X, and w E W. There is a unique weight (A,),, such that 
w.&+~‘(&),+.EX, (see [S]). If l=&,+prAl, then 
W’ ./I = M’ .A, + y’w(/l,) = 1,1!. Izo + p’(A,),, + p’(w(1,) - (;1&); 
(11’ . A), = 12’ . A, + prj&J,, and (w . A), = rv(A,) - (A,),,.. 
One can find in Andersen [S] that I((&),+,, CI ” )I < 2(h - 1) for all c( E R + 
and II’ E W. 
Now let us consider the composition factors of Qr(tc. 1) = 
Q,((w .A),)@ p’(uv .A),. It follows from Jantzen [16, II, Chap. 111 that all 
composition factors of Q,( (1%~. 1)0) have the form L,(,uO + p’ul’(~~)) with 
pclo +p”/c, d 2(p’- l)p, therefore 
l(u~‘(pl), iv >I <2(h- 1) for all c( E R and W’ E W. 
The composition factors of Qr(w. 1) have the form 
L,(~“)Op’,t~‘(~,)Op’(lt’.~),=L,(~u,+p’(~o’(~,)+(,r!.~),)). 
Now we need w”(~~)+(Iv.~), ~w.(cnX+), i.e., 1t1-l .(w’(P~)+ 
(lt’~;l)l)EX+ nc. 
LEMMA. rf5(h-l)<(;I,+p,a”),<p-5(h-1) for all c(ER+, theta 
.for al/ IVE W, the composition factors of QJw .,I) have the form 
L,(v, + prw . vl) with ‘vI E X, n C. 
ProoJ From the above argument we only need to show that this 
condition does imply ~I~=,~~-‘.(~~“(LI~)+()v.~~),)EX+ nc. Note 
M, -1 . (w’(p,)+ (wl),j+p= “t’-l(lrJ(pl)+ w(n,)- (&+p) 
= 1, + “!-l”“(plj + w’(p) - lt’-l(&),v. 
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Let a E R +. Then the lemma follows from the following calculation. 
(\;l+p~x”)=(~,,‘~*)+(t~-‘;t~‘(~i),x” ) 
+ (it.-‘(p), 2” ) - (t%‘-‘tR,),,., xv ) 
Bp- (h-l)+2(12-l)+(!z-I)~2(h-I)=*; 5 
(Vi +p: x ~)>5(h-l)-2(h-f)-(h-1)-Z(h-i‘r=0. 
DEFINITION. 3. E X, is called gerzeric if it satisfies the condition of the 
lemma, 
Renznrk. Using the remark in 1.4 one can show, for generic 2, that t 
composition factors -of Q,-(I,;’ . (12,. I)) = Q((rl.7. i), -t pr~Fi (it.. 2),) are 
of the form L,-(,u~ + p”pr) with ,u~ E C n X, . So Theorem 2.5 can be applied 
to get the equality 
Let i E X, be generic. Then H:( Q,-( :V . i. )) = 0 unless /(IV) = I’. 
Further, the functor Hf’“’ is exact on the subcategory of G,B-moduies 
whose composition factors are also composition factors of Q,.(w .,4). En this 
paragraph we denote, for simplicity, the following: 
Z=Z,.(w.1). S'H,"""(Z) = soci .H~"'~Z,jW~ 2) j. 
s'z = sot& Z,(U' . It); Q = Q ,.i 1:' . i" ), 
S'H,!y Q) = sot; Hf"y Qr( II' . A)), SiQ = SOc& Qr(w. A). 
Since Z C Q then Hf”“‘(Z) E Hf”“‘(Q). ecall that S’Z= (SQ) n Z and 
S’Hf(““(Z) = (S’Hf’” i(Q)) n Hf’cr’(Z),. 
ProoJ: Equation (2) follows from (I) and 2.6(i). To prove (1) it is 
enough to prove H, ““‘) S’Z) = H”““(Z) n HfwJ(SiQ) (cf. Theorem 2.5t. (
Applying the exact functor Hf’“” ;o the following commutative diagram 
with exact rows and columns. 
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o-z- e - Q/Z 
[ I II 
O- S’Z- SiQ---+ Q/Z (3) 
we can get the following commutative diagram with exact rows and 
columns: 
0 - HyyZ) - H$‘“‘( Q) - H,‘(“‘)(Q/Z) 
I T /I 0 - H;'"'( SiZ) - Hf”“(siQ, - Hf’““( Q/Z). (4) 
T T I 
0 0 0 
Diagram (4) yields H,““‘(S’Z) = H,“‘““(Z) n HI’“‘(SiQ). So the theorem 
follows. 8 
3. DUALITY AND RADICAL SERIES 
3.1. Recall from 1.5 that for a G-module M, SCM] and R[M] as 
subsets of X(T) x N x N are called the socle and radical series patterns 
of A4 while S,[M] and R,[M] are defined for a G,T-module M. 
LEMMA. If A E X, is generic as in 2.7, then 
S[H’(“‘)(w . A)] = wyl . S,[Z,(w . A)]; (1) 
S[H;(“‘(Q,(w .A))] = w,’ .S,[Qr(w .A)]. (2) : 
ProoJ: Recall from 1.2 the action HI;-’ .,u=p,,+prw-‘.r(ll. Now the 
Lemma follows from Theorem 2.5, Theorem 2.8, and 2.2(4). 1 
3.2. Let &E X, and (&),EX(T) be defined in 2.7 such that 
~‘.(j1~)+p~(;l~),~X,. If /l=l,+prl,, let v=p’l,-p be the special point 
which is the lower vertex of the p’-box containing ;1 (a p’-box is a 
fundamental domain in X(T) @ R under the translation action of p’X( T), 
see Doty and Sullivan [Ill for details). 
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ProojY Since (~?.~),=II’(I:~)--(~~),,. and u’.h=(!:‘.j”jO+pr(li’(/i:)- 
(&,)rV) (cf. 2.7), (W . A)o + priwl is also dominant and generic. Applying 3.1 
we have 
The following calculation is based on 1.5(3). 
Remnrh-, Using exactly the same argument as in 2.3, one cam show that 
sot’, (HO(i)) = N;(Soc’,r,Z,.~i)) 
provided that all composition factors of .Z,.(,i) have the form L,(p, + p’ii, i 
with y 1 E c r, X + This was proved by Andersen [5] for /, satis@ing 
2(h-I)f(1,,a”)~p-2(h--1), for all ‘r 3 R + . (3; 
However, if A is generic, then 
Therefore, if we take w,, . A instead of (w . A j, i pr;,[ in (2), then the same 
proof in this proposition will show 
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This gives us an algorithm to calculate the socle series pattern of 
Wn’)(u~. A) out of the socle series pattern of H”( W, . A). For A generic, take 
the lower vertex v of the box containing 1, apply W, “dot” action (take v 
as the center instead of --p and apply the “dot” action of W in this situa- 
tion) to A to get ~7~. 1 Now take the socle series pattern of H’(w, .A.) as 
known. For each box containing a highest weight of a composition factor 
of H”( IV,, .A), take its upper vertex and move the upper vertex back by IV,: ’ 
to get an upper vertex of a box and translate everything (inclusing socle 
level and multiplicity in each level) from the former box to this new one. 
Then one can get the socle series pattern of H’(W)(n~. 2). The action of w;’ 
is exactly the same as the alcove identification operator defined by Doty 
and Sullivan [ 111. 
3.3. Recall that L(p)* = L(p*) and H’(p)* =H”-‘(w~ .p*) by Serre 
duality. Now using lS(9) and lS(l0) for a G-module A4 one has 
s[M]* = R[M*] and R[M]* = s[M*], (1) 
where the * acts on X(T) x N x N by acting on the first component. There- 
fore Serre duality implies 
s[H’(p)]* =R[H”-‘(IV, .p*)]. (2) 
LEMMA. Let 1 E X, be generic. Then 
RIH~(‘~‘w’qwI1’O~ A*)] 
= ((lvo~~‘-lw~o),),* .R[HN(w o.((~V.A)O*+prAl*))]-pr(l.-‘(Ao)n,)*. (3) 
Proqf It follows from (2) that 
Note that (MT ’ A)* = W~WW~ . A*. Thus we have 
qfp”““(M?. A)]* = ~[fp(*‘*L’qw’M’O . A*)]. 
On the other hand, 
((ll~,~)Y.SINo((~l~.A)O+p’;ll)]-p~l~~~’(AO),,)* 
= ((w’oM’-~lt’O),),* .S[H”((II?.A)O+prAl)]*--pr()2’-1(AO),,.)* 
= ((bi~owlMiO)rj,,*. R[zP(tv, . ((157. A),* + p’n:))] - p’(w’(A,),.)*. 
Therefore the lemma follows from Proposition 3.2. 1 
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3.4. LEMMA. Let ,LLEX+ be generic. Then 
where q = p”pi - p is a special point. 
Proof Let w = ~~~~ in Lemma 3.3. Then 
RCff”(n*)] =((wy’)J,,* .R[H2L’(wo. ((wo4;o*+p’3.~))] 
- P’(%‘(~o),,.,j*. (2) 
Recalling the properties of the * action in 1.2 we have 
Therefore we have 
R[HO(,A*)]-= ((.wyl)Je*. R[H”(Ao* + p”‘t‘o(rJ”o*j,,.o+ p’wo(/l~))l; 
- p’w;‘(lt&a. 1 3 ) 
Let p = (1~~ .E.)z + ~‘1.:. Then p’l = I., *. Therefore p is generic if and only 
if I.* is generic. Furthermore we have 
p. = (tvo. /I)$ = (wo. A*)o = h’. . AC* + p’ji$),.,; 
w. ~ I. * = (w. . A*)() + p’jwo . ?I*); 
= PO + P’(‘~,o(~:) - Gfx,) 
=po+ Pr’“o(P’l)- P’(G),,.,, 
A* = 11’0 p’o + p’pt - p’wy’(/l; ),v,~ 
Note that 
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Thus - ~7; ‘(;l$),,.O =( p,,),Vu and 
a* = ‘$‘o ‘PO + PrP1 +Pr(PoLo = 01.0 ./J”)o+ P’P,. 
Therefore, for any ,U as in the lemma, take A = (( ~1~ . p). + prpI)*. So p is 
generic if and only if 1 is generic. Now by substituting the arguments in (3) 
by those in terms of p and solving out the HN term, one has 
where V* = q and the lemma follows. 1 
3.5. THEOREM. Suppose ,I E X + is generic. Then 
R[H”““(w~~)] = (w,~),, ~RIH”((w~.A)O+pr~I)] -prd(~,),,. (1) 
Prooj Let p = (W . ,I),* + ~‘1: in Lemma 3.3. The following follows 
from Lemma 3.4 
~[H”“‘“‘“‘(~r~t~o~~*)] = ((,t~o~t~~l~t~o),),., .RIHN(wO .,u)] -p’(~~(1,).,)* 
= ((wow-‘wo),),,* (((w, ‘LA* . 43f”((~~!o . /do + P%I )I 
- P’Y?(c(o)I*.O)- P’(~~~-Wo),.)* 
=((~~o~‘-‘)~jyt~RCH~((~t.o~~)o+p’~~jl 
- Pr(,~o”!-l((~o),,,~) + (~~~-‘(~oL)*), (2) 
where pI = A:, so p and A* are in the same box with the lower vertex v*. 
Note that (rv.J)$= (w~ww,~~*)~. Then 
(3) 
Therefore wo. p = WW~ A* + p’wo(A~ - (W~WWJ~ . A*),) and 
(wO.p)O+ prpl= (wwo ./l*)o+ p’Al*. (4) 
Also from (3) one has p. = (M~~u’w~ . A*), = W~MW~ . A,* + p’(,l,*),v,,,,~O and 
H’o . PO = M’WO . G + P’Wo((G )wgwn’J 
= fi”4’0 . G + Pr(G),.,,, + P’(M’O((~O*)n,on,,~~) - (G),w,). (5) 
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Now substituting (4) and (7) into (2) we have 
Since i = 2, + p1’3LI is generic if and only if ;1* = 1.: -t ~‘1.: is generic, we 
can replace 1” by A and WV,, by w and the theorem fol!ows. 
3 Let L,(p) be a simple G, T-module. Then 
Let 1: X(T) -+ X(T) be the involution defined by 
for all ,U E X( T ). It follows from the definitions of : and * that 
Let n E X(T). Using 1.5(9), 1.5( lo), and (11 one can show for a 
6,. T-module M of finite length that 
S,[M] = R,[M*]; (4) 
R,[M] = S,[M”]. (5) 
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Now let A4 = Z,(w . A); we have 
R,CZ,(w -A)]* = Odr (R,CZr(w. A)1 1 
= (WA (UZ,(fiJ. a*1 1 
=o.t.0)r(S,CZ,(2(pr-1)P-‘v.~)1) 
=(w,),(~,CZ,(-2P-~~~.~)l+P’P)-P’P 
= (ll’(Jr. (S,[Z,(WO~ (1.v. A)*)]) 
= (wJr. (s,[z,(ll’wo . A*)]). (6) 
Now we are ready to prove 
THEOREM. Let 2 = A, + prl, be generic. Then 
R[H”‘“‘(W -A)] = w;’ . R,[Z,(w . A)]; (7) 
Rad’, H”““( w . A) = Hf(‘“)( Rad& Z,( w . A)). (8) 
ProojI Since Rad; H’(“‘)(w .A) G Hf’“‘)(Radd rZ,(w . A)) as in 2.6(4), 
(8) follows easily from (7) by counting composi&on factors. To prove (7), 
consider from Serre duality, 
~[fp’““(W. A)]* = S[fp’(,$l *A)*] = ~[fp”‘q,~qvo. A*)]. (9) 
On the other hand, by using (6) one has 
(w,l .R,[Z,(w.1)])*= (M’Olt’-lH’O)r.(R,[Z,(,~‘.~)]*) 
= (wow -lw&. ((w&. S,[Z,(WW~ . A*)]) 
= wOw-l)r. Sr[Zr(WWO~ A*)]. ( (10) 
Since 1 is generic if and only if A* is generic, one can apply Lemma 3.1 
to (9) and (10) to get 
R[H”‘“‘(W . A)]* = (w;l . R,[Z,(w . A)])*. 
Now the theorem follows by applying the involution * once more. # 
3.7. Let AEX(T), then L,.(A)* = L,.(x). Recall that Q,(A) is the projec- 
tive cover and the injective hull of L,(A). So QJA)* is the projective cover 
and injective hull of L,.(X). Therefore, 
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Recall that if M is a G-module, the rth Frobenius twist LW’r) is a 
G-module and 
p/p;)* = (&.J*)‘!“. (2, 
Now we consider the dual of H’(Q,(,Z)) for ;,,E W.C. By using (I)$ (2). 
and Serre duality we get 
THEOREM, Let A= i. + prA, E x, such that 
SCH~'""(Q,(ltl,..~))] = rv;' .S,v[Q;(w, .A)]; (4) 
S[H,!""'(Q,(w, .A))] = (EV;~)~, . S[H~(Q,ii.))]; (5) 
R[H,"""(Q,(w, .A))] = rq" R,[ (5) 
R[H;('L.)(Qr(~t',. . A))] = (w;')~ R[H;(Q,(i.)j]. (7) 
Here v = ~‘3.~ - p is the lower otrtex of the box contairkg I.. 
ProqC Equation (4) follows from Theorem 2.5 and definitions of the 
patterns in ES. Since 
(5) follows by applying (4) for w = 1. 
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To prove (6), we use the duality in (3) and get 
R[Hf(““(Q,(w, .A))]* = S[H,““‘(Q,(w,. ,I))*] 
= ~[fp”JOl @r((%)r . (wr. 4*))1. 
Note that (\v,. A)* = (M:~IVW~),. . A* and 
s [ H f’l1’“‘O J (Qr((wwo)r .A*))] = (~w~,,)~-~ . S,[Qr((ttwo)r .A*)]. 
Since II* also satisfies the condition of the theorem, combining (4) we have 
R[Hf’“‘(Q,(w . A))]* = (ww,,)~-’ ~Sr[Ql((ww,), .A*)]. (8) 
From 
#1,=(=~+p’ltl.il)=II,*+p’(-lo.~,) 
= 2; + p’lvo. (w . A,)* + p’2p 
= 2; + p’lvlvo . A I* + p’2p 
= ( wvO), . A* + p’2p, 
we have 
WQ,(lv, .A)]* = (w,)r (S,[Qr((~wj), .A*)] + p’2p) 
= (u’d, . ~,[Q,((~wJ, . A*)]. 
Therefore, by (8) 
(~,1.R,[Q,(,t~r.~)])*=(1.~g~t’~~112i0)r.R,[Q,(lv,.n)]* 
.=(w~M’-~)~.S~[Q~((~~‘~V~),.~*)] 
= R[H;‘“‘(Q,(w .A))]* 
and (6) follows. Equation (7) follows from (6) by a similar argument as 
in (5). 1 
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4. STRUCTURAL CORRESPONDENCE 
. Recall in 1.6 we defined ZJW, 1 j = Indg~; n which is a G,. T-mndcrie 
xtends to a G,B”-module, with Z,( 1. i, 1 =‘Z,.(;l). Further. Zr!~~:, i.) = 
Z,(ll~(i.j)k’-‘. 
Let Sr,.=E,((p’- l)p)=Z,.((p’- l)~)=N’((p’- l)p! be the Steinberg 
module. A weight in the orbit N7(p’ - I )p of the Weyl group W is called 
an extremal weight of the Steinberg moduie St,. Generafly for the 
G,. T-module Z,(i) the exrrernal weights are defined to be the weights in 
A-(p’-l)p+ ~(p’--I)p=~+(p’--l)?~~o. 
umphreys in [14] conjectured that there should be a structural csrre- 
spondence between the G-module H”““(N >.) and the G,. T-module of the 
kind ZF(iv, EL) for some extremal weight il of Z,(n), at ieast for A in the 
gmerai posiriorz in the lowest p’aicove. The fohowing theorem gives a 
correspondence on the socle and radical structures between the conjectured 
modules. 
THEOREM. Suppose 1. = 2, + p”J. 1 E X + is generic. Tt!m 
S~N”~~‘(l~~~)]=S,[Z,(rt~,3.+(pr-3)li’~~ ho)]; 
R[H”““(lV~ A,] =R,[Z,(w, 1. + (p’.- i)w-’ .O)], 
Proo;f: From 1.6(12) we have 
Z,.(w. A+ (p’- l),r-’ ~o)]=l~:;“(s,~z,(l~(n+(~‘-l)~~‘-~~C)j~j. 
Since 
w(i+ (p’- l)lF1 .O)=\c.A+ p’(p-W(p)) 
Sr[Zr(ll., i-t(p’- l)V! .O)] =1L‘,~l(s,hZ,(i~.?.)I iP’(P-W(P))) 
= ““;‘(.s,[Z,jiC~ A)] i p’p) - pip 
= \I’, ~ i S,[Z,(:v . i)]. 
Now ( i ) follows from Lemma 3.1. 
y using Theorem 3.6 and the same argument, one can get (2). 
(1) 
(‘2 ; 
4.2. Let UY G + G be an automorphism of the semisimple algebraic 
group G such that o(Un) = CJ-,,.O+X,. Under this a~tomorphi§m we have 
~(6, Tj = G, Ty a( B, T) = B, T, and a(B) = B, etc. Since B induces an 
automorphism of the root system which maps positive roots to positive 
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roots, then a(U) = U. Note that c(t)= io,f-‘w;‘, Vt E T. So from (5) 
in 1.6, we have 
R’ Indg E” = (R’ Indg E)” and Indg;,T M” = (Ind:,T M)“, 
where E and M are the B-module and the B,T-module, respectively, and 
a*(E) = E”. 
For the one dimensional T-module 1 we have I” = A*. Hence 
H’(a*) = H’(a)c; 
L(a*) = L(a)“; 
z,(a*) = z,(ay; 
L,(a*) = L,(a)“. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
Therefore by 1.6(l) and 1.6(2) we have 
s[H’(n*)] = S[H’(a)“] = s[H’(n)]*; 
R[H’(a*)] = R[H’(A)“] = R[H’(n)]*. 
LEMMA. Let I E X, be generic. Then 
R[H’(‘“)(w . a)] = SIH~(‘v~‘qwow . a)] 
for all w E W. 
ProojI By Serre duality we have 
S[fpyM’ . a)]* = R[fp”qM> . a)*] = R[fp”“O (lYwo~ a*)]. 
On the other hand 
S[fp”‘(WJ. a)]* = S[H”““(W . Jy] 
= S[H”“‘((W . a)*)] = S[H”““(W,ww 0 . A*)]. 
Now the lemma follows by replacing A* and w with A and WWJ~. 1 
4.3. THEOREM. Let A E X, be generic and v = p’l, - p be the lower 
vertex of the box containing 1. Then 
SCHO((wo),t .A)1 = ((WOL),f .NfJO(n)l. 
ProoJ Let w = 1 in Lemma 4.2; we have 
R[HO(n)] = S[H~““qw,~ a)]. 
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Now by (4) in 3.2, S[H’(“‘“‘(~V,. A)] = ((tts;l),j,, . S[H”((ito),.13)] and DOVJ 
the theorem follows. 1 
Remark. From this theorem and the theorems in Section 3 one can see 
that generically the radical and socle structures of all cohomology modules 
are determined by the structures of Weyl modules. When r = 1, moreover, 
for a p-regular weight ,J the structures only depend on the alcove type 
within a box. This theorem tells us that there is a duality between the 
alcove types such that the socle series of the Weyl module with highest 
weight in an alcove comes from the radicai series of the Weyl module with 
highest weight in the dual alcove. In other words, generically, the socle ano 
radical structures of all cohomology modules are determined by only hali 
of the Weyl module structures in a box. 
4.4. Let JEX+. Define D(L)= {(p, nz)I [HO(A) : L(/:)] =M; to be the 
&otrrpnsitr’on pattern. It follows from 3.2(4) that 
(II!,), D(i) = D(w,, = 2) (I) 
for 2 generic and 1’ = ~‘2 1 - p and )V E IV. Combining this with the transla- 
tion invariance of patterns, one can conclude that the decomposition pat- 
terns of all Weyl modules in the generic case are determined by patterns in 
only one p’-alcove. Furthermore, the total number of composition factors 
of a Weyl module in the generic case only depends on the facet type con- 
taining the highest weight. 
ProqJ: Since S[HN”“(it,. i)] = ~1,’ . Sr[Z,(iil. IL)], let us consi 
S,[Z,(w . A)]. As i = p’\’ - p and IV 2 = prli!(it) - p, we have 
s,Cz,(\~,.n)l=S,[Z,((p’- l)p)] +jf(t+:(vj-pj. No the corallary 
follows from the simplicity of the Steinberg modules. 
4.5. Another question is when L(p) is a composition factor of 
i.e., to calculate D(2) + = {(p 1 [Ho(A) : L(p)] # 0). Ifowever, for 2 
and ~=p’l.,-Q, LED+ implies (n~,.),,.p~D(\+;~)+ for all 1% 
the strong linkage principle implies ()I*,*), . ,D ? M’,, 1 for all I(: E IV. T 
out to be a sufficient condition when r = I. However, for P > 2 this is nc: 
sufficient, for details see [13]. The condition here determines exactly the 
strong linkage class of /1. when Y = 1 as in [ 13 ]. 
4.4. In this section we assume r = 1. Andersen in [6] has proved that 
in generic cases the socle filtration and the radical filtration of EfO(2.j coin- 
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tide by assuming the Jantzen conjecture. Recall that a module of finite 
length is called rigid if its radical filtration and socle filtration coincide. The 
following theorem extends Andersen’s results to all cohomology modules. 
THEOREM. Suppose Y = 1. Let 1 E X, be generic and 11’ E W, Then 
H’(“)( w . A) is rigid if Lmztig’s conjecture is true. 
ProoJ: Andersen and Kaneda in [7] have proved by assuming Lusztig’s 
conjecture that the G, T-module Z,(ir, ;1+ (p’- 1)~~~ .O) is rigid and has 
Loewy length N+ 1. Now the theorem follows from Theorem 4.1. 1 
Remark. For the groups of rank 2, the Lusztig conjecture has been 
proved. In this case the cohomology modules generically are rigid for the 
weights in the lowest p*-alcove. The radical filtration and Andersen’s liltra- 
tion [4] coincide generically for the group of type B, since the socle liltra- 
tion of H’(l) for 2 dominant has been proved to be the dual filtration of 
the Jantzen filtration of the Weyl module V(1*) in this case (see [S, 111, 
for example). 
4.7. For any r>l and VEX + generic, the rigidity of H”“!(w . A) 
depends on the rigidity of Weyl modules. 
THEOREM. The following are equioalent 
(i) Ho(A) is rigidfor all 1~1, generic, 
(ii) H”““(w . A) . 1s rigid for all w E W and for all 1 E x, generic, 
(iii) Z,(1) is rigid as the G, T-module for all A, 
(iv) Z,-(it’, A + (p’- l)nl-’ .O) is rigid for all w E W and for all A. 
ProojI The equivalence of (i) and (ii) can be derived from Proposi- 
tion 3.2 and Theorem 3.5. Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 3.6 give the equivalence 
of (i) and (iii). On the other hand, Theorem 4.1 gives the equivalence of (ii) 
and (iv). So the Theorem follows. 1 
5. NONGENERIC STRUCTURE 
Using the structure of Z,(n) and.Kempf’s vanishing theorem, Bai, Wang, 
and Wen in [S] derived the socle structure of H’(1) for d dominant and 
close to a chamber wail. In this section we derive from Z,(n) and Qr(,l) 
that H’(1) has simple socle for certain i and A. This extends Andersen’s 
work on the structure of H’ in [l]. 
COHOMOLOGY OF LINE BUNOLES ‘i F 2, i-*4 
5.1, Recall that the Weyl group 1%’ as a reflection group has a “‘dot’” 
action on X(Tj@R. The closure of each connected component (so cakd 
chamber) of the complement of the union of ali the hyperplanes through 
-p is a fundamental domain of this action. So there is a correspondence 
between the set of chambers and the Weyl group such that for each cham- 
ber there is a unique 11’ E H’ such that 1~ X, is contained in this chamber 
{which we will call the u,-chamberj. The chamber containing X, is cak 
the dominant chamber. We define an order relation in the set of chambers 
by reversing the Bruhat order on P, i.e., we say the iv-chamber is higher 
than the nr’-chamber if 1.1’ < I~~‘. So the dominant chamber is the unique 
highest chamber and the Il!O-chamber is the unique lowest chamber. In this 
sense one can see that the n>-chamber is higher than the k-chamber if ark 
only if there is a sequence of positive roots CI~, CL?, ..I. #xr such that IL” = 
s xi .~..s,,K and the s,,-, .. .s,,\v-chamber is on the positive side of the 
aci-wall for each i. 
We have used the term “p’-box” (we simply say “box” if r is understood) 
in Section 3. If 2 E X(T), the upper vertex of the box containing A. is I.’ = 
$1, + (p’ - 1 jp and the lower vertex is E.,. = ~‘/i L - p. If 1s’ E PV2 one can 
easily verify 
It’,. A = R, - ( pr - 1) p + li‘ . 1’. II \i ) 
This is the reason that the algorithm in 3.2 is so stated. 
Proqjl Suppose there is a LV E TV such t at vi .2“ E X, One can verify 
that 
ifandonlyif~c.~,EX+. Since A,f5 FV.C, we have IV.E.,EC~ so H’(.A,)#C! 
if and only if i=l(w). Therefore Hf(Liir,)j=LF!~O)Oiyi(‘!j)‘T’fO if and 
only if i = I( ~1). 
Conversely, suppose 11’. ;I” 4 X, for ah 1%’ E FV. Then I.” has to be on a 
chamber wall, i.e.: (,I’ + p, CI ” ) = 0 for some cr E R + . Let ‘a~ E W such that 
!$‘(a) E s is simple, then (l~.3.“ip,~c(o1)“)=(3.‘ip,a”)=O and 
(W’A,, w(z)” ) = - 1. Now since Ale W.fT we have 
i 3 0. The lemma now follows from the generalized tensor identity. 
5.3. We have defined, in 4.5, D,(A) + which is the set of highest weights 
of composition factors of Z,(A). D,(A) + is compuia ie fmn Doiy ar.d 
Sullivan [t3]. 
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THEOREM. Suppose A E X( T) such that A1 E W. c and A” lies in the 
w-chamber. If none of the treights in D,(A) + has its upper vertex in a higher 
chamber, then H’(A) = 0 for all i = 0, . . . . Z(H~) - 1, and H”““(l) # 0. 
ProoJ: From Lemma 5.2 we have Hf(L,(p)) = 0 for all PE D,(l) + 
and i = 0, . . . . Z(w) - 1 since )V > W’ implies I( W) > Qw’). However, 
H:(““(Lr(l)) # 0 by Lemma 5.2. Now by induction one can easily show 
Hf(M) = 0 for all G,B-subquotients M of Z,(J) and 0 < i < l(w). So we 
have the exact sequence 
0 + Hf”“‘(L,(a)) + H,“““(Z,(a)) = H”‘“‘(a). 
This proves the theorem. 1 
Remark. In [l], Andersen proved that for certain weights close to 
chamber walls the H1 # 0. Using the above theorem one can see that if 1 
has its upper vertex in the bt)-chamber (with il itself in a lower chamber) 
and far from any upper walls of the bi!-chamber then 1 has a lower non- 
vanishing cohomology besides its standard nonvanishing one. Combining 
this theorem with Serre duality, one can see that A has two nonvanishing 
cohomology groups if the box containing 1 crosses a chamber wall and is 
far from any other chamber walls. These two i’s can be calculated and 
are two successive numbers and J has only these two nonvanishing 
cohomology groups. This situation is called the semi-standard vanishing as 
predicted by Humphreys [ 151. It is conjectured that if A is close to a cham- 
ber wall but far away from any other chamber walls, extra nonvanishing 
cohomology appears only when the box containing 1 crosses the chamber 
wall. This can be seen for the groups of rank 2 if 1 is far from -p. 
However, when d is close to -p, the situation is different. In the case when 
G has type B, and r = 1, one can use the above theorem to see that each 
alcove listed in Andersen’s picture [3, Fig. l] with extra nonvanishing 
cohomology is contained in a box which crosses a chamber wall. Further 
one can determine the composition factors of some extra cohomology. In 
the sps,sp-chamber one finds that there is a “2” missing from an alcove in 
the first box on the top. However, if we look at the pattern Oi(;l)+ for 1 
in that alcove, we will find Hf(L,(p)) = 0 for all ,u E D,(A) + by Lemma 5.2. 
Hf(Li(n)) = 0 because the upper vertex PA, + (p - 1)~ of the box is on the 
c1+ /I wall. A similar situation happens for the group of type G,. 
5.4. Let AEX(T). Define 
D;‘(4, = {wX(T)I [Z,(P) : L(A)1 f 0) 
= {P E X(T) I [Q,(~, : Z,(P)] z 0). (1) 
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Et follows from Doty and Sullivan [13] that D,Yi(i) + is computable, so is 
D,(D;~‘(l) + j + . 
sot, fPW)(i) = L(EtJ,-L . A). 
ProojY Since Dy(jL) + c D,(D,: ‘(A) + ) + we have HjjM j = 0 for all sub- 
quotients M of &(A) and 0 < i < E(n:) by Lemma 5.2. Therefore the exact 
sequence 0 + Z,(A) + QJAj induces an exact sequence 
We know from Theorem 5.3 that N”‘V’(i) # 0. On the other hand, H”““(j.l j 
is simple and Qr(&) ha.s a simple socle I.,(&). So k!~‘“j(&jJ.)) has a simple 
socle L(Iv;’ A) and the theorem follows. 
Comparing with Andersen’s work on the socle of the first cohomology 
One can see that H”“‘)(A) has a simple socle when 2 is in a box with the 
upper vertex in the \r-chamber but A itself is in a lower chamber. So Fkio 
socle for N’ is a special case. Some application of this theorem to t 
group of type B2 has been made. In that case the socle series of the H”(l) 
are known. Calculations on diagrams enable us to find at least one of the 
socle and radical series of all weights in the lowest F2-alcove for all non- 
vanishing cohomology (except a few alcoves close to --pI for details se: 
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